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Problem statement

● Imagine you are trying to contribute to a new code base (a github repository) for a beginner task.

● Knowing which file to change, where to make the change can be time consuming.

We've all been there. You're enthusiastic about contributing to a new GitHub repository, but you're 

overwhelmed. Which file do you modify? Where do you start? For newcomers, the maze of a new codebase can 

be truly daunting.

What if Code-Interpreter solves the problem for you ? 



CodeBase buddy

● The "CodeBase Buddy" system leverages the power of retrieval augmented generation technique + 

GPT +  code interpreter’s capabilities to guide users through their first tasks in a new codebase.

● By analyzing the repository's structure and files, it builds an vector index.

● Users can input a task description, and the system would subsequently offer step-by-step guidance, 

akin to having an experienced developer by their side.

● When user asks a question, it provides specific pointers on 
○ which files to modify and 

○ how to go about those changes 



Technical solution

The technical solution is based on the following 3 steps.

1. Build a vector index generating embedding for every file (.py .java)

2. Query the vector index

3. Leverage Code interpreter to provide instructions
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Build embeddings
- Traverse every file matching *.py
- Read the content and generate an embedding 

- Using OpenAI’s Ada embedding
- Using Sentence BERT embedding

- Build 2 annoy indices one for each embedding  
(vector store)
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For this hackathon demo, I chose 4 repositories
- Built 4*2 indices (1 using Ada, 1 use SBERT)
- Queried both
- Consolidated the results
- Used open interpreter to recommend changes

Github repository Number of python files 

LangChain 1983

Llama index 779

Our very own open-interpreter :-) 55

localGPT 9



Langchain: where should i make changes for summarization prompt



● Open interpreter used Annoy index and retrieved the relevant python files

● Later used GPT-4 to give the recommendation to change the files of 
○ Refine_prompts.py

○ Stuff_prompts.py

○ Entity_summarization.py

○ Mapreduce prompt.py

This will improve the productivity of beginner to expert of the code base.



Llama_index: User wants to add support for Apache Solr similar to Elastic



● Interpreter converted the query into embedding

● fetched the relevant file from both indices

● Used GPT4 to make the recommendation to first look into reader/schema/base.py



What if you want to make changes to the awesome open_interpreter and raise a PR ? :-)



● We use open interpreter to ask questions about open interpreter code base 

● User asked “how to add support to a new vector store” in open interpreter code base

● Open interpreter recommended to look into embed.py and asked to change
○ Get_relevant_procedures_string method

○ embed method



LocalGPT: User asks “which files should i change and how should i add support to add new Local Large 

Language model of Falcon 80b” 



● Open interpreter identifies the files to be changed and gives specific step by step instruction

● Add Falcon 80 b model to list of models in constants.py

● Add support in User interface of localGPT_UI.py

● For specific prompt templates, it recommends to modify the method get_prompt_template in 

prompt_template_utils.py



Advantages of CodeBase Buddy

1. Accelerated Onboarding: New contributors can quickly get up to speed with the codebase, reducing the 
onboarding time.

2. Reduced Errors: With specific guidance, newcomers are less likely to make mistakes or introduce bugs.
3. Increased Engagement: A supportive tool can encourage more contributions from the community, especially 

those hesitant due to unfamiliarity with the codebase.
4. Continuous Learning: Even for experienced developers, the tool can be a means to discover and learn about 

lesser-known parts of the codebase.
5. Documentation Aid: The system can also help identify areas where the repository's documentation might be 

lacking or outdated.



Thank you

Github: https://github.com/Raghavan1988/CodeBaseBuddy 

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/raghavanmit/ 

Lablab.ai discord: rm3844

Please reach out to my linkedin profile or in lablab.ai discord.

Demo Loom: 
https://www.loom.com/share/7f89bcacef6547669cad6c66a4c0a2db?sid=4f6da485-2084-4dd2-83e1-25d3dae836bb
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